The results from the variable moment of inertia (VMI) 
I.
Introduction:
The presence of rotational and quasirotational band structures in the excitation spectra of nuclei in the whole nuclear region was discussed. With the availability of precise excitation energies for an ever increasingly large number of levels in the yrast bands, the earlier classification of such nuclei as nonspherical or spherical has lost its meaning, and the usual energy expressions in terms of the rotational bands picture are no longer appropriate for their description. The inadequacy of the usual power series expansion in I (I+1) with a reasonably small number of terms (and free parameters) for describing high spin states in well deformed nuclei and even for moderately high spin states in transitional nuclei. It based on sum up the infinite power series in I (I+1) taking guidance from molecular spectra to obtain a two-parameter expression which proved to be unexpectedly successful for describing the rotational energies in deformed nuclei with 3.31≥ {E (4) / E (2)} ≥ 2.34 however, since then many such bands have been populated in nuclei where in this energy ratio is well below the above limit. Recently we have demonstrated (Ref.1) the equivalence of the mathematical formulations of the various models in respect of their energy expressions which giving excellent fits to level excitation energies, also describes a new features brought into evidence by recent experiments. These features do not admit a satisfactory description in any of the other acceptable phenomenological approaches. In view of the established (Ref. 2, 3) non convergence of the I(I+1) expansion, and the possible interplay of the rotational and the vibrational aspects in the not-so-well-deformed nuclei consideration of a power series expansion in angular momentum I gave the result that the three-parameter cubic polynomial (CP) in I yields (Ref.4) agreement with the experiment which is on the whole better than that achieved in any other phenomenological description and is distinctly better than that obtained with the VMI model or its three-parameter extension (Ref.5) . In the present work we have included only transitions where association with the high spin-state rotational band is highly probable.
II. Band Termination:
A plot of excitation energies for the observed bands in 168 Hf with respect to rigid rotor term is presented in Fig. (1) . For the highest states of bands 1,2 and 4 a smooth down-sloping in ᵧ -rays energies appears in the figure, while the rest of the bands are characterized by a smooth increase of the transition energies with respect to spin. This behavior can be understood in terms of an approach to band termination or a change in shape from well-deformed prolate to weakly deformed oblate (Ref. 6, 7) . This is due to the fact that when approaching termination, the spin is expected to be gained by requiring a relatively small amount of energy. Therefore, if one plots the excitation energy E (I) as a function of spin, relative to a rigid-rotor reference, the levels associated with a terminating-band sequence should be down-sloping (Ref. 6) .
Several theoretical attempts have been performed to describe the high-spin structure of 168 Hf, and detailed configuration assignments have been proposed (Ref. 7) . In the microscopic calculation of Ref. 16 . The positive-parity states show no indication of a terminating state within the spin range covered experimentally, which show no significant retardation as well as with the up-sloping behavior of bands 3 and 4in table (1) of the present data. The negative-parity bands are more interesting since bands 3 and 4 appear to stay strongly collective up to the high-spin region, while bands 1 and 2 seem to be approaching termination. 
III.
Comparison With Experiment:
Show plots of the nuclear spin versus transition energy for 156-166 Er. As can be seen there exists a remarkable similarity between the different isotopes in all cases extremely sharp backbending occur and large alignments can be observed. In the earlier work (see Ref. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] it was established that the bands which cross the ground and 13/2 bands are the two-and three-quasineutron (i 13/2 ) aligned bands in the even and odd isotopes, respectively. The 5 -and 8 -bands semi-decoupled (see Ref.15) and are intersected by the bands in which two additional i 13/2 neutrons are aligned.
An interpretation of the irregular sequences observed in 156, 158 Er and denoted in table (1) is more speculative. The characteristic quasivibrational pattern of these bands suggests that they might be examples of terminating bands. Theoretical evidence for such bands has recently been given for nuclei in different mass region (Ref. 17, 18) . In the ᵧ -soft nuclei 156, 158 Er the terminating bands might be formed by a transition from oblate shape with collective rotation towards the limit of ᵧ = -120 corresponding to anon-collective rotation around a prolate symmetry axis. A plot in Fig. (3 
IV. Model Of Calculation:
We have considerably increased our information on the departures of the observed energies from the I (I+1) rule in the spectra. In the absence of a successful microscopic theory attempts have been, and are being, made in the form of several two parameter and, lately, three parameter models based on semimicroscopic considerations for the description of these levels. Considering only the overall fits to the excitation energies, many of these models appear to offer practically the same degree of acceptability, and these existed no apriority reason to prefer one model to another. Here we show that a cubic polynomial (CP) in angular momentum, in addition to giving excellent fits to level excitation energies, which describe a new features brought into evidence by recent experiments. These features do not admit a satisfactory description in any of the other acceptable phenomenological approaches. We chose the excitation energies E (I) of the ground band levels in terms of a plot between the nuclear moments of inertia θ and the squared rotational frequencies ɷ 2 by using the relation Where the expressions on the right correspond on the middle of the spin interval between I and I-2. Such plots have revealed that in some cases θincrease so rapidly with I that ɷ 2 actually decreases as higher spin states are reached resulting in the appearance ofbackbending in these plots. In a number of hard rotors the charge radius of the 2 + state is smaller than that of the 0 + state. This shrinkage is just opposite to the centrifugal stretching one expects for a rotating nucleus, since the rotation should cause the distribution to move out. Since the models are not capable of calculating the nuclear radii, we follow the concept that the nuclear moment of inertia θ provides a measure of the nuclear density distribution to the extent that at least the decrease (increase) in the value of θ from one spin state to another corresponds to the decrease (increase) in the distribution radius. We define softness S as the fractional change in the moment of inertia between these two states:S = [θ(2) -θ(0)] / 2θ(0) Such that negative (positive) values of correspond to shrinkage (stretching). Also we discuss the results of the CP formula for the energy fits, the 2θ (I) /ћ 2 -( Ћɷ ) 2 plot characteristics, and the softnesspredictions for deducing shrinkage or stretching Fig. (4) and table (2) possible modification of the CP formula is presently being investigated. We obtain the following expression for the softness S = 2(a-b-3c) / (a+4b+12c) The denominator is found to be positive in all cases such that the CP formula predicts S to be negative. i.e. shrinkage for those nuclei for which a (b+3c). The calculations show this equation is satisfied only Table ( 2)] cannot be compared quantitatively with the experimental results in the absences of an established relationship between moments of inertia and the charge radius, however. Our study is presently of value in pointing out the nuclei for which shrinkage is expected. Our calculations show that θ(I) θ(I-2) in all cases until the point of which the back bending is found. We have carried out a detailed analysis of the fits to the energy levels for several nuclei. Model parameters have been evaluated by means of a least square fit to the observed level energies. In practically all the cases the rms deviations of the calculated energies from the observed ones are well within the limits of the experimental uncertainties of the data, and the agreement with the experiment is one the whole better than achieved in any other phenomenological description. The quality of fits obtained by the CP formula (Ref.1) is compared with that obtained in the much proclaimed variable moment of inertia. Hf -isotopes (3) for a set of representative nuclei. Although the CP formula has one more free parameter than the VMI model, the improvement in the agreement is better than expected on this count alone, particularly for the not so deformed nuclei. Although the CP formula has one more free parameter than the VMI model, the improvement in the agreement is better than expected on this count alone, particularly for the not so deformed nuclei. In Fig. (4) , the theoretical points are also calculated using the predicted transition energies (Ref. 19) . Thus the points fall in the middle of the spin interval I and (I-2) rather than at specific spin values. Prediction of back bending in Fig. (4) atI c = 12 by the CP formula while the VMI model is seen to be even poorer which showing the expected linear behavior. These general conclusions are illustrated for a set of largely rotational nuclei (Er isotopes) in table (4) . For the Er isotopes, the assertions hold, except for the momentum in the ground state band and the s-band, the quadrupole deformation β 2 of an axially symmetric nucleus were converted to Q t using the expression Q t = 0.00109ZA 2/3 β 2 (1 +0.36 β 2 ). No structural change between the states linked by the E2-transition is included in the last equation.
V.
Conclusions:
In this paper we conclude that from the points of view of range of applicability, degree of fits to transition energies, and the high angular momentum behavior, straight forward angular momentum expansion gives better results than expansion in terms of squared angular velocity. For the highest spin states in 168 Hf of bands 1, 2 and 4 a smooth down-sloping in γ-ray energies appears in the nucleus. This behavior can be understood is a band termination (or shape change). The most important of this work is that the I (I=1) dependence in the variable moment of inertia and the cubic polynomial formula which is exactly valid only in the rotational region. The irregularity of the ground state band in terms of a shape change by coexisting minima differing from the ground state band mainly through the occupation of non-aligned h 9/2 orbital. The calculated Q t against angular momentum is pointed out. A reliable prediction of critical spin or of shrinkage has not been achieved in any other phenomenological approach so far; these predictions are expected to provide valuable guidelines as well as stimulus for further experimental investigations in this field.
